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Summary of changes from previous versions 
In this chapter, the major changes from the V1 to V2 are summarized. More information about the 
new features can be found in the other parts of this manual and in the installed product itself. 

Improved log functions 

• Various log entries for the status and debug log level added. 

• Socket Tools now maintains a session from the first operation request to the End MCST 
operation. The session will have a unique identification assigned to it, which is the 
Session ID or SID for short. 

• A User Specified ID or UID for short can be specified for any combination of operations. 

• The log view displays and programs redesigned. Added a list of SID and UID values that 
are currently in the log as the MCST Main Menu options 6 and 7, respectively. The log 
entries for a specific SID or UID can be displayed. 

• Added the Get the session ID operation to retrieve the current SID. 

• Added the Set the user specified ID operation to set the UID. 

Enhanced character code conversion support 

• Added Enable automatic conversion operation to set automatic conversion and Disable 
automatic conversion operation to set manual conversion. When using automatic 
conversion, the MCST will automatically convert the sent/received data and when using 
manual conversion the sent/received data won’t be converted by the MCST. 

• Added the Convert data operations to convert data manually. The data does not have to 
be sent or received by the MCST to be converted with these operations. 

Master/Worker technique included 

• Master/Worker technique included to support server/client connections that can take a 
long time process and/or connections that can be kept active between transactions. 

• Added the Initialize for Master Server Mode operation to initialize a master job to wait 
for connections to a port and to delegate the connections to one or more worker jobs. 

• Added the Initialize for Worker Server Mode operation to initialize a worker job to wait 
for connections from the master job and to serve the client. 

• The Server Mode that was in the V1 is still supported as the Simple Server Mode. 

Redesigned test/example programs 

• Redesigned the Test Program for OPM API to support the new operations of the V2 
and to be easier to use. The source code for this program is no longer provided. 
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• Added new example source code for information on how to use the MCST in your own 
applications. The source code can be viewed by using the option 24 of the MCST Main 
Menu. 

Manual updated and restructured 

• Installation instructions are now in a separate manual. 

• Operations are now categorized for common, Server Mode and Client Mode operations 
and described in different chapters. The information about the V2 operations are now 
included. 

• Added the “Using the Manycom Socket Tools” chapter and information about the 
Command (CMD) API. 

• The preliminary description of the ILE and C API added. Note that the usage and 
interface information in the appendixes and in the installed product will be added later for 
these APIs. 
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1 Introduction 
Manycom Socket Tools (MCST) is middleware software built over the TCP/IP socket interface. 
MCST provides data communications services needed in implementing applications that 
communicate on client/server, application-to-application basis over a TCP/IP socket connection. 
MCST has been developed by Manycom Software to be used in the IBM AS/400 environments. 

Using the services of MCST it’s very easy for any programmer to get an AS/400 application to 
communicate with another TCP/IP socket application in other system. The communication takes 
place by exchanging data buffers, sometimes called data messages between the applications. The 
content and format of the data message can be anything that is agreed between the applications. 

MCST can be used for many purposes. It can be used to build interactive solutions, where the 
client and server applications change data messages interactively in real-time, or to implement 
batch solutions, where the client and server applications transfer a batch of data such as a data file. 

The partner application on the “other side of the socket pipe”, which your local MCST 
communicates with, can be any application that is built over the TCP/IP socket interface. It can be 
another MCST, any user application, a “public” socket application such as a POP3, SMTP or FTP 
server, etc.  

Typically, the partner application resides in another system, but it could also be another 
application in your local AS/400 system if a so-called “loop back” connection is used. 

 
Figure 1-1: A socket connection and MCST 
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2 How to program client/server applications 

2.1 General principles of the client/server method 

Generally, all systems based on the client/server method, consist of two parts which both have 
their own role: the role of the client is to be the requestor, which requests services from the server, 
and the role of the server is just to serve the client by processing the requests. In client/server 
communications, one part of the processing can be to respond to the service requests by sending a 
response (message) back to the client. 

After completing one service request, the server must be set again in the ‘service mode’ to be able 
to receive new service requests. Notice, that the server should never ‘interrupt’ the client. This 
means that the server should never send it’s own service request, response to the client’s service 
request, or any ‘unsynchronized’ message to the client, if the client is not waiting for the message. 

In client/server communications this means that the client and server applications must 
communicate in ‘half-duplex’ mode: it is the client who always initiates each transaction by 
sending a data message (service request), and then the server processes and responses to the 
service request with a return message, if requested. 

The following figure clarifies the principle described above by showing how to build a ‘full-
duplex’ client/server solution when there is a need to exchange two-way service requests initiated 
independently from both sides at any time. 

Figure 2-1: A ‘Full-duplex’ connection 

The figure shows that in this case you need separate client and server functions on both sides. In 
computer systems, this means that you need separate applications for both the client and server 
functions in each side – total of four applications. The client and server applications must be 
separate applications because the server application must be all the time in the ‘service mode’ to 
wait for a call or a service request from the client. This service mode cannot be stopped because 
the server application usually doesn’t know when the next call or service request will come from 
the client.  
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There is no reason why the local server application could not for example call the local client 
application to exchange data with it or in order to ask it to establish a new socket connection with 
the remote site. However, this call should not take too much time, because usually the server 
application should always be in the ‘service mode’ and ready to serve the remote client. In these 
situations, the client application could ‘see’ too long response time - meaning bad service.  

Technically, the server application do not need to be all the time reading the socket, because the 
OS/400 TCP/IP software buffers the received data (can be up to 8 Mbytes) so that the server 
application gets the data when it makes the next read operation to the socket.  

It is very important to understand and follow strictly the above described principles of the 
client/server method, and implement the client/server based applications correspondingly! 

2.2 What are client/server applications and communications 

Client/server applications are a pair of applications or programs communicating with each other in 
an interactive way following the rules of the client/server method. The client and server programs 
must be programmed so, that they are all the time in synchronization - when the client sends a 
service request, the server processes it, and if the server sends a response to the service request, 
the client should read it. 

The service request sent by the client is actually a data message, often also called a data buffer. 
The content, format and meaning of each data messages is free, but must be agreed between the 
both parties, so that the server can ‘understand’ the meaning of the data message to be able to 
decide how to process it.  The service request and the possible response message are also called a 
transaction. 

The exchange of data messages take place so that the other application sends the message through 
the communications interface over the communications network, and the other application ‘reads’ 
the message from it’s communication interface. 

2.3 About TCP/IP socket communications 

One of the communications interfaces available for the application in the OS/400 environment is 
the so-called TCP/IP socket interface. The interface provides for a client program a possibility to 
initialize and open a TCP/IP socket connection to the desired IP listen port in the desired IP 
address, and communicate with the server application started in the listen port.  

The TCP/IP socket connection can be seen as a logical communications pipe over a physical IP 
network connection. After successful open, the connection can be used to exchange (send and 
receive) data messages between the client and server programs. The fourth operation available is 
closing the socket connection. 

During one active socket connection – between establishing and closing the socket connection – 
several transactions can be processed exactly as specified in the applications. If the socket 
connection is closed, it must be opened again before exchanging the next data message. Closing 
the logical socket connection doesn’t necessarily mean closing the physical network connection; 
this depends on the physical network type and settings of the system and line attributes. 

Programming in the socket interface requires special skills. It requires good understanding in 
communications programming and – in AS/400 - good knowledge in C programming language. 
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3 Using the Manycom Socket Tools 
Manycom Socket Tools product has been built over the TCP/IP socket interface described in the 
previous chapter. It provides your applications a much higher level and easier to program 
communication interface, which is called the Application Programming Interface (API).  

The MCST has extensive log, conversion services, special receive/send modes and other features 
not found in the normal TCP/IP socket interface but which ease the use of TCP/IP connections to 
other systems. 

3.1 Application Programming Interface (API) 

As mentioned above, the MCST software provides AS/400 applications a very easy-to-use high 
level API. There are actually four versions of the same API that have the same features. However, 
each version has been optimized to be used from programs written in different languages. The 
APIs are the Original Program Model (OPM) API, the Command (CMD) API, the Integrated 
Language Environment (ILE) API and the C API.  

OPM API is intended to be used from an OPM program written in RPG, CMD API from any CL 
program, ILE API from a program written in any ILE language and C API from any program 
written in C language. See the description in one of the Appendixes of this manual, for more 
information about each API. 

3.2 Operating modes 

The MCST can be operating in two modes, the Server Mode and the Client Mode. The Server 
Mode is further divided into three sub modes the Simple Server Mode (or the classical/normal 
mode), the Master Server Mode and the Worker Server Mode. 

The MCST doesn’t allow changing the operating mode ‘in flight’. This means that MCST, when 
in the Server Mode, cannot be ‘interrupted’ to turn to the Client Mode to establish a connection to 
another server. However, the operating mode can be changed by first requesting the End MCST 
operation and then initializing MCST for the operating mode needed. 

If two-way simultaneous traffic is needed between the both communicating systems, then two 
separate socket connections and two pairs of client/server applications are needed, as described in 
the section “General principles of the client/server method” on page 2-2. 

3.3 Operation types 

Your application uses program calls with a parameter list to request services from MCST. In 
OPM and CMD API, one of the call parameters is used to define the operation type requested 
from MCST and in ILE and C API; there are distinctive entry points for different operation types. 

After each operation request from the MCST, the application must always check the return code 
of the operation. If there is an error situation, then it must be handled by the application. 
Sometimes the error can just be ignored while sometimes error will mean that the application will 
terminate unsuccessfully. For more information about the return codes, see the section “Possible 
return codes” on page 7-22. 
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Most of the operation types can be used regardless of the current operating mode. These so called 
common operation types are: Configure character code conversion, Convert data, Log support, 
Get connection endpoint information, Send/write data to socket, Receive/read data from socket, 
Query (combined send and receive) data, Close socket connection and End MCST. 

When operating in server mode, the following operation types can used in addition to the 
common operation types: Initialize for Server Mode, Initialize for Master Server Mode, Initialize 
for Worker Server Mode and Accept next connection. 

When operating in client mode, the following operation type can be used in addition to the 
common operation types: Initialize for Client Mode (opens a connection to a server). 

3.4 MCST Main Menu 

Manycom Socket Tools has a menu from which you can run the test programs, configure and 
view the log and view the documentation that is included in the product. The menu and in fact all 
the displays of the MCST have online help available. You can press the F1 key in any MCST 
screen to display the help associated for the screen. 

You can reach the MCST main menu by using the command MCSOCK. Assuming the MCST is 
installed correctly, you should see the following menu: 

 
Figure 3-1: MCST Main Menu 

3.5 Client Mode application example 

Here is a simple logic diagram of an application that uses MCST in Client Mode to connect to a 
server. This is only an example of how to code such a program but can be used as a basis for your 
own client application. 
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Figure 3-2: Client Mode application example 

1. Optionally configure the MCST API parameters like the log level, user specified ID and 
conversions parameters. 

2. Initialize API the to Client Mode and connect to the server. After the connection is 
opened successfully, proceed to receive or send data. Whether to first read or send data 
depends on the application protocol used for the connection. 

3. Receive data – possibly a response to our request – from the server and process the 
received data. Depending on the application protocol, proceed to send to the server or to 
close the connection. 

4. Send data – possibly a request – to the server. Depending on the application protocol, 
proceed to receive data from the server or to close the connection. 

5. Close the connection to the server. After closing, a new connection to the same or some 
other server can be opened.  

6. Terminate the API to terminate the MCST session and to free API resources. This MUST 
be done or the session won’t be closed correctly! 

3.6 Server Mode application example 

Here is a simple logic diagram of an application that uses MCST in Simple Server Mode to 
connect to serve client connections. This is only an example of how to code such a program but 
can be used as a basis for your own server application. 
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Figure 3-3: Server Mode application example 

1. Optionally configure the MCST API parameters like the log level, user specified ID and 
conversions parameters. 

2. Initialize API the to Simple Server Mode and wait for incoming client connections. After 
the connection is accepted, proceed to receive or send data. Whether to first read or send 
data depends on the application protocol used for the connection. 

3. Receive data – possibly a new request to be served – from the client and process the 
received data. Depending on the application protocol, proceed to send data to the client or 
to close the connection. 

4. Send data – possibly a response to the request received – to the client. Depending on the 
application protocol and possibly on the request, proceed to receive more requests from 
the client or to close the connection. 

5. Close the connection to the client. After closing, proceed to accept next client connection 
to serve it’s requests or – if the server doesn’t want to serve more connections for some 
reason – to terminate API. 

6. Terminate the API to terminate the MCST session and to free API resources. This will 
also end the listening for the specific server port. This MUST be done or the session 
won’t be closed correctly! 
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4 Operation types common to all operating modes 
This chapter explains the common operation types that can be used whether the MCST is 
operating in the Server Mode or in the Client Mode. Information about the mode specific 
operation types is in the following chapters. 

Refer to the API description of the API you are using for more information about the parameters, 
calling conventions and usage instructions for each operation code/entry points. The description 
for each API is in one of the Appendixes of this manual. 

Unless noted otherwise in the description for the operation, the common operation types can be 
used at anytime regardless of what the current operating mode is and whether the connection is 
open to a remote location. 

4.1 Log support 

MCST creates and maintains it’s own log file. Few operations can be used to control the contents 
of that log. There are also operations that are useful for the log that the application that uses the 
MCST is writing. 

4.1.1 Set the log level 

This operation is used to define how much and how detailed data MCST will write to the MCST 
log file. The log level is used until it’s changed again with this operation or the End MCST 
operation is performed.  

If the log level is not set with this operation, then the default log level defined in the MCST 
configuration is used. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: SL 
• ILE API entry point: SCKSETLOG 
• C API entry point: sockSetLog() 

4.1.2 Set the user specified ID 

This operation is used to defined the user specified ID (UID) that is written to the MCST log file.  
If the UID is not set with this operation, then the default UID of *DEFAULT is used. Any log 
produced by this operation will not contain the new UID. The new UID is used for the log 
produced by the subsequent operations until it’s changed again with this operation or the End 
MCST operation is performed. 

UID can be used to “tag” the MCST operations that make up a logical session for your own 
application. The MCST Main Menu (see the section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5) has an 
option to view the defined UIDs and to view all the MCST log file entries for some specific UID.  

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: SU 
• ILE API entry point: SCKSETUID 
• C API entry point: sockSetUserID() 

4.1.3 Get the session ID 

This operation is used to retrieve the current MCST session identification (SID). A new SID is 
created by the MCST when the first operation is requested and terminated when the End MCST 
operation is performed. 
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The SID is used to define the logical MCST session for the log file. The MCST Main Menu (see 
the section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5) has an option to view the SIDs used and to view all 
the MCST log file entries for some specific SID. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: GI 
• ILE API entry point: SCKGETSID 
• C API entry point: sockGetSessionID() 

4.2 Configure character code conversion 

MCST can automatically convert the data before it’s sent to remote with the send operations (see 
the section “Send/write data to socket” on page 4-12) and after it has been received from the 
remote with the receive operations (see the section “Receive/read data from socket” on page 4-
13). The conversion can also be requested for any data whether it’s send or received by the 
MCST. 

The conversion is typically needed to convert data from EBCDIC to ASCII (data to be sent) and 
from ASCII to EBCDIC (received data). The remote data is usually in some form of ASCII 
coding and the local data in some EBCDIC coding. 

The configured character code conversion is stored and used for conversion until it’s changed 
again or the End MCST operation is performed. 

4.2.1 Enable automatic conversion 

Enable automatic conversion done by the MCST before send and after receive operations. The 
method used to convert the data is determined by a previous Set conversion to none, Set 
conversion using table objects and Set conversion using CCSID codes operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: CA 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVAUTO 
• C API entry point: sockCnvAuto() 

4.2.2 Disable automatic conversion 

Disable automatic character code conversion done by the MCST. If conversion is required, then it 
must be done manually before the data is given to MCST for sending and after it has been 
received from MCST receive operation. The Convert data operations can be used for manually 
converting the data. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: CM 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVMANU 
• C API entry point: sockCnvManu() 

4.2.3 Set conversion to none 

Configure the MCST conversion type to none. When the MCST converts data (whether it’s due to 
the automatic conversion done during send/receive operations or conversion that is requested to 
be done with the Convert data operations) the data is not changed in any way. 

Note: It’s better to use the Disable automatic conversion operation to disable the automatic 
conversion done during the send and receive operations than to use this operation to set the MCST 
to not change the data. 
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• OPM/CMD API operation code: CN 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVNONE 
• C API entry point: sockCnvNone() 

4.2.4 Set conversion using table objects 

Configure the MCST conversion type to table objects. When the MCST converts data (whether 
it’s due to the automatic conversion done during send/receive operations or conversion that is 
requested to be done with the Convert data operations) the data is converted using the conversion 
table object specified in this operation. 

MCST uses separate tables for converting remote data to local data and vice versa. When this 
operation is requested, the specified table objects are stored to be used later for the conversion. 

The conversion tables are OS/400 objects of the type *TBL. 
 

• OPM/CMD API operation code: CT 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVTBL 
• C API entry point: sockCnvTable() 

4.2.5 Set conversion using CCSID codes 

Set the MCST conversion type to CCSID code. When the MCST converts data (whether it’s due 
to the automatic conversion done during send/receive operations or conversion that is requested to 
be done with the Convert data operations) the data is converted using the specified CCSID codes. 

Both the remote data CCSID and local data CCSID is set with this operation. When converting 
data from remote to local the remote CCSID is used as the ‘from’ and the local CCSID as the ‘to’ 
coding for the conversion. When converting data from local to remote the codes are used other 
way around. 

There is a special value for requesting either code to be retrieved from the CCSID code of the 
current AS/400 job (the job in which the MCST operations are requested from). Note that the 
actual value used as the CCSID code is retrieved from the job when this operation is requested 
and not when the conversion is performed. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: CC 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVCODE 
• C API entry point: sockCnvCode() 

4.3 Convert data 

MCST can be used to convert any data, even if the data is never send and/or received by the 
MCST.  The conversion is done as specified with a previous Set conversion to none, Set 
conversion using table objects and Set conversion using CCSID codes operation. 

Note 1: If the automatic conversion is enabled and the data is received/send by the MCST then 
the data should not be converted with these operations because that will effectively convert the 
already converted data and the results will be incorrect. 

Note 2: Make sure the local/remote data is in correct format for the conversion configuration 
defined with one of the Configure character code conversion operation or the result of the 
conversion will be incorrect. 
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4.3.1 Convert remote data to local data 

Convert data in remote coding to data in local coding. This is useful, for example, for the data 
received from the remote using one of the Receive/read data from socket operations. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: CR 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVRMT 
• C API entry point: sockCnvRmtToLcl() 

4.3.2 Convert local data to remote data 

Convert data in local coding to data in remote coding. After the conversion, the data can be sent to 
the remote using one of the Send/write data to socket operation, if wanted. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: CL 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCNVLCL 
• C API entry point: sockCnvLclToRmt() 

4.4 Get connection endpoint information 

These operations are used to retrieve information about the current connection. The information 
returned includes the IP-address, port number and official host name of the connection. The 
official hostname is determined by mapping the IP-address to a name using the local host table 
and/or the defined Domain Name Server (DNS). 

The entries in the host table and the DNS used for mapping are configured in the AS/400 system. 
Refer to the command CFGTCP (Configure TCP/IP) in the system documentation for more 
information. 

Note 1: If there is no connection then an error code is returned. 

Note 2: If the IP-address can’t be mapped to a name then only the IP-address is returned (plus an 
error code). Mapping can fail, for example, because the IP does not have a name defined for it 
anywhere or the configured DNS failed for some reason. 

4.4.1 Get remote information 

Return the information for the remote endpoint of the connection. 
 

• OPM/CMD API operation code: GR 
• ILE API entry point: SCKGETRMT 
• C API entry point: sockGetRemote() 

4.4.2 Get local information 

Return the information for the local endpoint of the connection. 
 

• OPM/CMD API operation code: GL 
• ILE API entry point: SCKGETLCL 
• C API entry point: sockGetLocal() 
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4.5 Send/write data to socket 

These operations are used to send data to the remote endpoint. The MCST has three send modes 
to make the sending and receiving of data easier to handle. The modes are: 

1. Send the specific number of data bytes, 

2. Send one ‘logical record’ by specifying a character string which ends the data message, 
and 

3. Send data with the number of bytes included in the first four bytes of the data. 

If the automatic conversion is enabled then the data is converted with the Convert local data to 
remote data operation before it is sent. Refer to the Configure character code conversion 
operations on page 4-9 for more information about configuring the conversion. 

Note: If there is no connection to the remote, then an error code is returned to the calling 
application. 

4.5.1 Send the specific number of data bytes (mode 1) 

Send the specified number of data to the remote. 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can receive the data with the Receive 
the specific number of data bytes (mode 1) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: S 
• ILE API entry point: SCKSEND 
• C API entry point: sockSend() 

4.5.2 Send with a separator (mode 2) 

Send the data followed by the specified character string separator. The separator is not converted 
even if the data is. Neither is the separator considered part of the data. 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can receive the data with the Receive 
with a separator (mode 2) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: SS 
• ILE API entry point: SCKSENDSEP 
• C API entry point: sockSendSep() 

4.5.3 Send with the length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) 

This mode will send the length of the data as a four-byte binary number to the remote followed by 
the data. The number is not (obviously, as it’s a binary number) converted nor it’s considered part 
of the data. There is no need to ‘reserve’ space for the number in the message to be sent. 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can receive the data with the Receive 
with the length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: SN 
• ILE API entry point: SCKSENDNUM 
• C API entry point: sockSendNum() 
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4.6 Receive/read data from socket 

These operations are used to receive data from the remote endpoint. 

The socket communication used in MCST is based on the so-called stream socket technique. In 
practice this means, that with one read from the socket we can receive an unexpected number of 
characters regardless of the number of characters sent by the partner application. 

However, MCST provides four receiving modes, which make the receiving (and sending) easier to 
manage and program. The modes are: 

1. Receive only the specific number of data bytes, 

2. Receive one ‘logical record’ by specifying a character string which ends the data 
message, 

3. Receive the number of bytes defined in the first four bytes of the data message, and 

4. Receive an unspecified amount of data with one read. 

In each receiving mode (except in mode 4), MCST performs as many read operations as needed in 
the socket interface to collect the requested amount of data, and returns the data with its length to 
the requesting application. If there are more than the requested amount of data in the buffer of the 
socket interface, they are kept in the buffers and will be given in the next receive operation to the 
application. 

In each receiving mode, a wait timeout value can - and usually should - be set by the application 
to define the maximum time MCST will wait for the data before returning the data and control to 
the application. If the timeout expires before MCST has received the requested number of data, 
the MCST returns an error, the data received so far (if any) and the length of the data to the 
application. The application can then decide what to do next. 

If the automatic conversion is enabled then the data is converted with the Convert remote data to 
local data operation after it has been received. Refer to the Configure character code conversion 
operations on page 4-9 for more information about configuring the conversion. 

Note: If there is no connection to the remote, then an error code is returned immediately to the 
calling application. 

4.6.1 Receive the specific number of data bytes (mode 1) 

The application sets the amount of data to receive from remote. This mode is convenient when the 
receiving application knows how many characters the partner application will send in one 
request/transaction. 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can send the data with the Send the 
specific number of data bytes (mode 1) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: R 
• ILE API entry point: SCKRECV 
• C API entry point: sockRecv() 
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4.6.2 Receive with a separator (mode 2) 

The receiving application defines the character string that ends the expected data message. The 
sending application must have added the agreed ‘record delimiter’ data string at the end of the 
data message. Separator is never converted so it must be defined exactly as the remote has sent it. 

This mode gives the possibility to exchange data messages as ‘logical records’ of variable length 
– for instance, records that end with a special character string such as ‘CRLF’ (four bytes) or 
X’0D0A’ (two bytes in ASCII: the ‘carriage return’ and ‘line feed’ control characters). 

MCST receives data from the remote until 1) the specified separator is found, 2) the maximum 
length of data as specified by the application is received or 3) an error occurs (like a timeout). The 
separator is not returned in the data nor is the length of the data included in the length returned. 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can send each record with a separate 
Send with a separator (mode 2) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: RS 
• ILE API entry point: SCKRECVSEP 
• C API entry point: sockRecvSep() 

4.6.3 Receive with the length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) 

The receiving application can request MCST to return the amount of data included in the first four 
bytes of the data message. The sending application must have added a binary number to the first 
four bytes of the data message.  

The length in the first bytes is the length of the user data sent by the application. It does NOT 
include the four bytes used only as an instruction for MCST. The data returned by the MCST will 
not contain the length byte. The number is returned as the length of data received, but not 
necessarily as a binary number (especially in OPM, ILE and CMD API). 

If the other endpoint is an application using MCST then it can send the data with the Send with the 
length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: RN 
• ILE API entry point: SCKRECVNUM 
• C API entry point: sockRecvNum() 

4.6.4 Receive unspecified number of data bytes (mode 4) 

In this mode, MCST returns the data and length that is ready in the socket interface buffers with 
just one read operation. The length of data received can differ from the amount of the data the 
partner application sent.  

Your application is responsible for calculating the data and deciding how many additional receive 
operations is needed to get the desired amount of data. If collecting, concatenating and separating 
the ‘logical records’ or transactions from the received pieces of data are needed, then it has to be 
done by your application. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: RU 
• ILE API entry point: SCKRECVUNK 
• C API entry point: sockRecvUnk() 
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4.7 Query (combined send and receive) data 

The Query operation is a combination of one of the Send/write data to socket operation followed 
by one of the Receive/read data from socket operation. It makes the programming easier, because 
your application can send a data message and get the response message back with one operation. 
The control returns to the application after the receive operation is finished. 

Refer to the specific send and receive operation for more information. 

Note 1: If there is no connection to the remote, then an error code is returned immediately to the 
calling application. 

Note 2: Query operations are only available in OPM and CMD APIs. The ILE and C API do not 
support any of the query operations. With the ILE or C API you can simulate query operation 
simply by calling the specific send operation followed by the corresponding receive operation. 

4.7.1 Query the specific number of data bytes (mode 1) 

The Send the specific number of data bytes (mode 1) operation followed by the Receive the 
specific number of data bytes (mode 1) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: Q 
• ILE API entry point: <not available> 
• C API entry point: <not available> 

4.7.2 Query with a separator (mode 2) 

This operation has the same logic as requesting the Send with a separator (mode 2) operation 
immediately followed by the Receive with a separator (mode 2) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: QS 
• ILE API entry point: <not available> 
• C API entry point: <not available> 

4.7.3 Query with the length of data in first four bytes (mode 3) 

The Send with the length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) operation followed by the Receive 
with the length of data in the first four bytes (mode 3) operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: QN 
• ILE API entry point: <not available> 
• C API entry point: <not available> 

4.8 Close socket connection 

This operation closes the socket connection. If there is no connection then an error code is 
returned to the calling application. The other endpoint of the connection will get an error if it tries 
to read from the socket. 

If MCST is in the Client Mode, a new connection to another server can be initiated but MCST 
can’t be changed to operate in Server Mode. The End MCST operation is required for that. 
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If MCST is in the Server Mode, then only the current client connection closed. The listening for 
connections to the specified port will remain active and the next client connection can be 
accepted. See the section Operation types for the Server Mode for more information. The MCST 
can’t be changed to operate in Client Mode; the End MCST operation is required for that. 

The current MCST settings – like the conversion and log level configuration – will be retained by 
this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: C 
• ILE API entry point: SCKCLOSE 
• C API entry point: sockClose() 

4.9 End MCST 

This operation ends (terminates) the current MCST session. Any active connection is closed by 
using the Close socket connection operation. All the MCST settings – like the conversion log 
level configuration – are discarded (will contain default values if used later) and the resources 
reserved by the MCST API are freed. 

The current operating mode can be changed after this operation by simply initializing MCST for 
the operating mode required. Refer to the sections Operation types for the Client Mode and 
Operation types for the Server Mode for more information. 

Note: You MUST use this operation to terminate API when you don’t use it anymore and you 
have used any of the MCST operations in your application. If you don’t terminate the API then 
the current session will remain active even after your application or job is terminated! 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: E 
• ILE API entry point: SCKEND 
• C API entry point: sockEnd() 
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5 Operation types for the Client Mode 
This chapter explains how to use the operation types that are specific to the Client Mode. 
Information about the common operation types that can be used when the MCST is in Client 
Mode is in the section “Operation types common to all operating modes” on page 4-8. 

These operations can only be used while the MCST is in Client Mode or no mode has been set. If 
the MCST is already in some other mode then these operations will fail. To use these operations 
in this situation, the End MCST operation should be requested first. 

Refer to the API description of the API you are using for more information about the parameters, 
calling conventions and usage instructions for each operation code/entry points. The description 
for each API is in one of the Appendixes of this manual. 

5.1 Initialize for Client Mode 

This operation is used to initialize the MCST to a Client Mode and to connect to a server. If the 
initialization is already done, then the initialization is skipped and only the connection to a server 
host is established. 

Note 1: The current configuration – like the conversion parameters, log level and so on – is 
preserved by this operation. 

Note 2: This operation will fail if there is no program listening on the specified port in the server 
host. If the server uses MCST then the Initialize for Server Mode or the Initialize for Master 
Server Mode operation can be used on the server to setup the port for listening.  

Note 3: If a connection is already active to a server, then this operation will fail. The Close socket 
connection operation should be used to close the current connection before a new connection is 
requested with this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: IC 
• ILE API entry point: SCKINITCLI 
• C API entry point: sockInitCli() 
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6 Operation types for the Server Mode 
This chapter explains how to use the operation types that are specific to the Server Mode. 
Information about the common operation types that can be used when the MCST is in Server 
Mode is in the section “Operation types common to all operating modes” on page 4-8. 

These operations can only be used while the MCST is in Server Mode or no mode has been set. If 
the MCST is already in some other mode then these operations will fail. To use these operations 
in this situation, the End MCST operation should be requested first. 

Refer to the API description of the API you are using for more information about the parameters, 
calling conventions and usage instructions for each operation code/entry points. The description 
for each API is in one of the Appendixes of this manual. 

6.1 About the listen port 

The ‘IP listen port’, used by some operations in this chapter, is common to all the local IP 
addresses configured in the AS/400 system, and that is why the IP address can’t be specified. This 
means the listen is activated in all the TCP/IP interfaces (line attachments) of the local system. 

If another connection request comes to the listen port while the previous socket connection is still 
active (being serviced by the server application), the new connection request will be accepted by 
the OS/400 TCP/IP system. The system will queue the connection until the server application has 
closed the previous connection and is ready to serve the next one (by accepting it).  

A maximum of 512 connections can be queued for each listen port. After that limit the new client 
connection request will start to receive error codes until the queue is processed by the server 
application. The server will accept the connections starting from first (oldest) one. 

The client application can even send data while the connection is in the queue. The system will 
buffer (save) the received data as long as the buffer size, which can be viewed/changed with the 
command CHGTCPA (Change TCP/IP Attributes), is not exceeded. Each connection has a 
different buffer so the size is connection specific. When the buffer is full, the receiving will stop 
until the server application will serve (by reading the data) this client connection. 

Note, however, that if the server application will take too much time to process each connection 
and a large backlog (queue) of connections is present then the clients might receive a time out 
error and close the connection before the server application has a change to serve them. In a 
normal situation, there should not be more than two or three connections waiting but this depends 
on the application protocol used for the connection.  

6.2 About the free worker queue 

The ‘free worker queue’, used by some operation in this chapter, is simply a queue that contains 
information about the workers that are ready to serve a connection from a client. One ‘master’ job 
retrieves worker information from this queue and delegates client connections to a ‘worker’ job 
that published its information on this queue. Normally there is more than one worker job using 
one queue while only one master job. 

The worker jobs are retrieved from the queue using the first-in-first-out (FIFO) principle. The 
workers that have been longest on the queue will be given work before the one that have been the 
shortest time. This way the all the workers are given work at some point and none are ‘over 
worked’. 
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A ‘master’ job is an AS/400 job that is running a server application that has initialized MCST to 
the Master Server Mode. This server application will only contain the logic to accept next client 
connections and to delegate them to a worker job. There is no need for this application to know 
how exactly one client connection is served. 

A ‘worker’ job is an AS/400 job that is running a server application that has initialized MCST to 
the Worker Server Mode. This server application will contain the actual logic used to serve the 
individual client connections. 

6.3 Initialize for Server Mode 

This operation is used to 1) initialize MCST in the Simple Server Mode, 2) to start listening for 
incoming client connection to a specific port and 3) to wait for and accept the next client 
connection. This mode is also known as Classical Server Mode and Normal Server Mode because 
this was the only Server Mode that was available in previous MCST versions. 

See the section “About the listen port” above for more information about the listen port. 

If the initialization is already done or the listening is already active, then these steps are skipped 
and only the third step is performed. In this case, the Accept next connection operation can also be 
used instead of this operation. 

In this mode, each connection should be closed by the server application after each transaction to 
release the listen port for other client connection. This method can provide fast response times to 
even tens of clients, because the establishment and closing of the socket connection is quite a 
‘light’ and fast operation. Of course, the type of the physical connection (dial-up, X.25, LAN) 
affects greatly on the establishment and closing times of the logical socket connections. 

Note 1: The current configuration – like the conversion parameters, log level and so on – is 
preserved by this operation. 

Note 2: When serving connections that can take a long time and/or if there is a lot of clients 
connecting to a single server then the Master/Worker Server Modes supported by the MCST V2 
and above should be used instead of this mode. See the following sections for more information. 

Note 3: If a connection is already active to a client, then this operation will fail. The Close socket 
connection operation should be used to close the current connection before a new connection is 
accepted with this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: IS 
• ILE API entry point: SCKINITSVR 
• C API entry point: sockInitSvr() 

6.4 Initialize for Master Server Mode 

This operation is used to 1) initialize MCST to the Master Server Mode, 2) retrieve next free 
worker from the ‘worker queue’, 3) to start listening for incoming client connection to a specific 
port, 4) to wait for and accept the next client connection and 5) to delegate the connection to the 
‘worker’ job retrieved in step 2. If the initialization is already done, then the step 1 is skipped. 

See the section “About the listen port” for more information about the listen port and the section 
“About the free worker queue” for more information about the worker queue. 
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After this operation returns the client connection is already delegated to a worker, if no error has 
occurred. The master application, that requested this operation, usually should close its connection 
to the client with the Close socket connection operation and immediately request this operation to 
process the next connection. The worker will serve the delegated client connection. 

Note 1: The current configuration – like the conversion parameters, log level and so on – is 
preserved by this operation. 

Note 2: The Accept next connection operation must NOT be used with this operation. 

Note 3: If a connection is already active to a client, then this operation will fail. The Close socket 
connection operation should be used to close the current connection before a new connection is 
delegated with this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: IM 
• ILE API entry point: SCKINITMST 
• C API entry point: sockInitMaster() 

6.5 Initialize for Worker Server Mode 

This operation is used to 1) initialize MCST to the Worker Server Mode, 2) publish worker 
information to the ‘worker queue’ and 3) to wait for work from a ‘master’ job running in Master 
Server Mode. If the initialization is already done, then the step 1 is skipped. 

See the section “About the free worker queue” for more information about the worker queue. 

In this mode – unlike the Simple Server Mode – there shouldn’t be any problems if serving one 
client takes a long time. Just make sure there are enough free workers on the worker queue for 
serving other connections. Depending on the application protocol used, it might even be advisable 
to keep a connection between a client and a worker active indefinitely for performance reasons. 
The active connection would be used to serve the client request as long as necessary. 

Note 1: The current configuration – like the conversion parameters, log level and so on – is 
preserved by this operation. 

Note 2: The Accept next connection operation must NOT be used with this operation. 

Note 3: If a connection to a client is already active, then this operation will fail. The Close socket 
connection operation should be used to close the current connection before a new delegation is 
requested with this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: IW 
• ILE API entry point: SCKINITWRK 
• C API entry point: sockInitWorker() 

6.6 Accept next connection 

This operation is used to accept the next incoming client connection to the listen port that was 
previously initialized with the Initialize for Server Mode operation. 

See the section “About the listen port” above for more information about the listen port. 

Note 1: If the Initialize for Server Mode operation was not used to initialize the listen port then 
this operation will fail. That’s why using a separate Accept operation is not recommended. 
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Note 2: If the Master/Worker technique (see above) is used then this operation should NOT be 
used to accept the next connection. 

Note 3: If a connection is already active to a client, then this operation will fail. The Close socket 
connection operation should be used to close the current connection before a new connection is 
accepted with this operation. 

 
• OPM/CMD API operation code: A 
• ILE API entry point: SCKNXTCONN 
• C API entry point: sockNextConn() 
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7 Possible return codes 
MCST always returns an appropriate return code and message (together with other possible return 
parameters like the received data and it’s length) to the calling application. The application should 
always check the return code after each operation to find out how the previous operation ended. 

Return code of zero means that the operation was successful; any other code means that the 
operation fails either completely or partially. 

The MCST log file will contain, depending on the log level used (see the section “Set the log 
level” on page 4-8), the error messages with help, the status and debug message pertaining to the 
error situation. These log entries are helpful when determining why something failed. 

The possible return codes are: 
 
Code Message 
 0 SCK0000: No error 
 1 SCK0001: License number is invalid 
 2 SCK0002: License number has expired 
 3 SCK0003: Already connected to a remote host 
 4 SCK0004: Service id/port number &1 was not found/invalid 
 5 SCK0005: Host name/IP address &1 was not found/invalid 
 6 SCK0006: Listen not initiated; can't accept 
 7 SCK0007: Not connected to remote host 
 8 SCK0008: Hostname for IP address &3 not found 
 9 SCK0009: Timeout limit &1 exceeded while waiting for data 
 10 SCK000A: Remote host closed connection 
 11 SCK000B: Logical separator not found and buffer (&1 bytes) 

is full 
 12 SCK000C: Descriptor for converting from CCSID &3 to &4 not 

created 
 13 SCK000D: Conversion from CCSID &3 to &4 failed 
 14 SCK000E: Converting data with table &2 in library &1 failed 
 15 SCK000F: Already listening for connections 
 16 SCK0010: Out of memory when allocating &3 bytes 
 17 SCK0011: Failed to find a free Worker Server job 
 18 SCK0012: Job information was not retrieved 
 19 SCK0013: Job information was not published 
 256 SCK0100: Failed to create a socket: &2 (#&1) 
 257 SCK0101: Connection to remote host failed: &2 (#&1) 
 258 SCK0102: Failed to bind address to socket: &2 (#&1) 
 259 SCK0103: Listen initiation failed: &2 (#&1) 
 260 SCK0104: Accept of next incoming connection failed: &2 

(#&1) 
 261 SCK0105: Connection endpoint information not retrieved 
 262 SCK0106: Waiting of data failed: &2 (#&1) 
 263 SCK0107: Receive of data failed: &2 (#&1) 
 264 SCK0108: Send of data failed: &2 (#&1) 
 265 SCK0109: Send or receive length of &1 is invalid 
 266 SCK010A: Socket &3 delegation failed: &2 (#&1)  
 267 SCK010B: Failed to retrieve delegated socket: &2 (#&1) 
4097 SCK6001: Unknown operation code &1 
4100 SCK6004: Required parameter for operation code missing 
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8 Test and example programs 
This chapter contains information about the test and example programs that are included with the 
Manycom Socket Tools product. 

8.1 Example source code 

Some example programs are included with the installed product that provides an example on how 
to create applications that use MCST. These programs are only examples and might or might not 
do anything useful. However, they can be used as a basis for creating your own applications. 

Examples are provided as both source code and compiled program object formats. 

You can view a list of source code included with the product by selecting the option 24 in the 
Manycom Socket Tools menu. For more information about the menu, refer to the section “MCST 
Main Menu” on page 3-5. 

8.2 Test program for OPM API 

A test display and program that can be used to test all the operation types supported by the 
Original Program Model (OPM) API in both the Client Mode and Server Mode. 

For more information about the test program screen, see the on-line help text that can be accessed 
by pressing the F1=Help function key. 

8.2.1 Select operation code 

First display is used to select one of the operations to be requested from the OPM API. The 
display looks like this: 

 
Figure 8-1: Select the operation code 
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Note 1: Depending on the operation code you select, when you press the Enter, then 1) the 
operation is requested from the OPM API and the returned code and message is shown on the 
same display, 2) the operation is requested and the returned information (including the return code 
and message) is shown on a new display or 3) a new display is shown to allow you to enter the 
input parameters required by the operation. 

8.2.2 Configure character code conversion 

For example, to configure CCSID code conversion with local CCSID 278 and remote 819 do the 
following:  

Enter the CC operation code and press Enter. Enter 278 to the local data field, press the Field Exit 
key to justify the number, enter the 819 to the remote data field and press the Field Exit key again. 
Now press the Enter key to request this operation from OPM API.  

If the request completed successfully, you should now see the following display: 

 
Figure 8-2: Set the CCSID codes 

Note: To return to the operation code selection display, press the F12=Cancel key. The F3=Exit 
key will exit the Test Program. 

8.2.3 Initialize in Simple Server Mode 

In the first 5250 session, select the IS=Server operation code, and press Enter. Enter the port 
number you want the server to listen on. Use a port that is not used by some standard server, for 
example port 65000 isn’t normally in use. Then press Enter to start listening. If request was 
successful, you should now see the following display: 
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Figure 8-3: Initialize for Simple Server Mode 

Note: The keyboard will be locked until the next client connection is accepted. This is a similar 
situation with the corresponding operation from any application. If you want to end the server 
from listening/accepting new connections, you have to cancel the server job (e.g. with the System 
request, option 2), or you have to establish a connection to the server which will unlock the 
keyboard and allow you to use the E=Terminate API operation. 

When the next client connection is accepted, you should see a return code of zero on the bottom 
of the screen and the control returns to the screen. Press the F12=Cancel to return to the operation 
code selection display and select some of the Receive operations to wait and read the data from 
the client, or to send a ‘prompt’ or a ‘greeting’ message to the client. 

Note: When the client closes the connection, the server must also make the Close operation on the 
server screen before other operations like, for example, the Accept Next Connection operation. 

8.2.4 Initialize for Client Mode 

In another 5250 session, select the IC=Client operation and press Enter. Enter the host name and 
the port number to the display. To connect to the server initiated in the previous section, enter 
localhost as the host name and the port number you used in the previous section (probably 65000) 
to the port number. Press the Enter, and if the connection is successful, you should now see the 
following display: 
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Figure 8-4: Initialize for Client Mode 

Note 1: If you connected to the server initialized in the previous section, the keyboard of the 5250 
session should now be unlocked and the API should have returned with a zero return (meaning 
ok). 

Note 2: If the hostname localhost did not work, then use IP address 127.0.0.1.  

8.2.5 Read or send data 

Now the client and server are connected so we can send and receive data. In this example, the 
server will send the ‘Hello Client!’ string to the client. 

On the server 5250 session, select operation code S and press Enter. Enter 13 as the length and the 
string ‘Hello Client!’ as the text. After you press enter you should see the following display, if the 
request was successful: 
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Figure 8-5: Send data 

On the 5250 session of the client, select operation code R and press Enter. Enter 13 as the length 
and 60 as the receive timeout. After you press Enter you should see the following display, if the 
request was successfully: 

 
Figure 8-6: Receive data 
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8.2.6 Close the connection 

Select operation code C in both 5250 sessions and press the Enter. You should see the following 
display – in both sessions – if the request was successfully: 

 
Figure 8-7: Close the connection 

Now press the F3=Exit key on both 5250 session to terminate the API. This will implicitly run the 
E operation so the server will stop listening on the selected port and the OPM API is terminated. 
Note that in a normal situation the server should do either A or IS operation to accept the next 
client connection. 

8.3 Test program for an echo test 

The MCST include a ready-made echo client and server programs. The server echoes back the 
data message sent by the client. This application can be used to check that the connection is 
established, and for performance tests. To put more load to the same server listen IP port run 
several echo clients against it from different 5250 sessions. 

The Echo Client is option 3 on the MCST Main menu and Echo Server is option 2. 

The echo server and client screens look like this: 
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Figure 8-8: Echo Server 

 
Figure 8-9: Echo Client 
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Appendix A - Original Program Model (OPM) API description 
The following description is taken from the description included in the product. You can view the 
original online version with MCST Main Menu option 20 or directly from the OPMAPI member 
of the source file QTXTSRC in the MCST product library (usually MCSOCKLIB). 

See the section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5 for more information about the menu and 
previous chapters for more information about the API. 

 
  Manycom Socket Tools (MCST) OPM API description. 
 
      The OPM API is used by calling the SCKOPM program in the MCST product 
      library. Although the MCST OPM API can be called from ILE programs, the 
      OPM API is recommended to be used from an OPM (Original Program Model) 
      programs. 
 
      There are other APIs available to use MCST from ILE and other languages, 
      for instance the ILE API and C API. See the documentation of the specific 
      API for more information. 
 
      You should include the SCKOPM member in the QRPGSRC file in the MCST 
      product library by using the /COPY directive in your RPG/400 program. 
      The member SCKOPM contains the PLIST definition for the MCST OPM API. 
 
      For the ILE RPG environment, use the member SCKOPMLE. For example, 
      "C/COPY QRPGSRC,SCKOPMLE" could be used in an ILE RPG program before 
      any other C operation code records. This example assumes that the 
      MCST library is in the library list when the RPG program is compiled. 
 
      When the MCST OPM API is initialized it sets the current logging level 
      to the default that is specified in the configuration (MCST menu 
      option 5). The automatic conversion when sending/receiving is enabled 
      and conversion mode is set to CCSID. The default remote CCSID is 819 
      (ISO-Latin 1) and local CCSID is 0 (actual CCSID used for conversion is 
      taken from the job attributes). 
 
      The following list describes the parameters of the OPM API. 
 
      Parameter Type Length in/out Description 
      ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      SCKCDE    CHAR      2 IN     Operation code (always required). 
 
                                   IC = Initialize for Client mode 
                                   IS = Initialize for Server mode 
                                   IM = Initialize for Master Server mode 
                                   IW = Initialize for Worker Server mode 
                                    A = Accept next connection 
                                        (server mode only) 
                                        NOTE: Code IS is preferred 
 
                                   CN = set Conversion to None, no conversion 
                                        will be performed to data received or 
                                        send 
                                   CT = set Conversion to Table, send/receive 
                                        data is converted using the specified 
                                        table 
                                   CC = set Conversion to CCSID, send/receive 
                                        data is converted using the specified 
                                        CCSID codes 
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                                   CA = set Conversion to Automatic, data 
                                        is converted in send/receive by 
                                        the Socket Tools as specified by a 
                                        previous CN/CT/CC operation code 
                                   CM = set Conversion to Manual, data is NOT 
                                        converted in send/receive by the 
                                        Socket Tools. If conversion is required 
                                        then the data must be converted and/or 
                                        manipulated before the data is given to 
                                        Socket Tools for sending and after data 
                                        is received from Socket Tools. The CL 
                                        and CR operation codes can be used for 
                                        converting the data. 
 
                                   CL = Convert Local data to remote data, 
                                        converts data as specified by a 
                                        previous CN/CT/CC operation code. The 
                                        data is in local format and will be 
                                        converted to remote format. 
                                   CR = Convert Remote data to local data, 
                                        converts data as specified by a 
                                        previous CN/CT/CC operation code. The 
                                        data is in remote format and will be 
                                        converted to local format. 
 
                                   GR = Get Remote information, returns 
                                        remote endpoint IP-address, port 
                                        number and official host name (from 
                                        host table or DNS server) 
                                   GL = Get Local information, returns 
                                        same information as GR but for 
                                        local endpoint 
                                   GI = Get session ID, retrieves the 
                                        identification of the current 
                                        Socket Tools session 
 
                                   SL = Set Logging level 
                                   SU = Set the User specified ID to be used 
                                        for subsequent log entries 
 
                                    R = Receive data, tries to receive exactly 
                                        the number specified in SCKRLN 
                                        parameter 
                                   RU = Receive Unspecified number of data, 
                                        receives whatever number of data is 
                                        available (no more than SCKRLN bytes) 
                                   RS = Receive with Separator, receives 
                                        data until logical separator is found 
                                        or the receive buffer is full 
                                   RN = Receive with Number, first receives 
                                        4 byte number from remote host which 
                                        specifies the number of data to be 
                                        received. NOTE: Will never receive 
                                        more than what the receive buffer 
                                        can hold. 
 
                                    S = Send specified number of data 
                                   SS = Send with Separator, sends the data 
                                        and then a logical separator 
                                   SN = Send with Number, first sends number 
                                        of bytes and then the data itself 
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                                    Q = Query, same as S operation immediately 
                                        followed with R operation 
                                   QS = Query with Separator, same as SS 
                                        operation followed with a RS operation 
                                   QN = Query with Number, same as SN 
                                        operation followed with a RN operation 
 
                                    C = Close the current connection 
                                    E = End, close current connection (stops 
                                        listening to client request in server 
                                        mode) and terminate API. Parameters 
                                        are restored to default values. 
 
      SCKHST    CHAR     64 IN/OUT Input: Host name or IP address of the 
                                          server to be connected. 
                                          (only used with IC operation) 
 
                                   Output: Official host name of the 
                                           local/remote endpoint. 
                                           (only used with GL/GR operation) 
 
      SCKPRT    CHAR     32 IN/OUT Input: With IC operation the service name 
                                          or port number of the server to be 
                                          connected to and with IS/IM specifies 
                                          the service name or port number of 
                                          the server. 
                                          (only used with IC/IS/IM operations) 
 
                                   Output: Port number of the local/remote. 
                                           endpoint. 
                                           (only used with GL/GR operation) 
 
      SCKADR    CHAR     15 OUT    IP address of the local/remote endpoint. 
                                   (only used with GL/GR operation) 
 
      SCKSLN    DEC     5 0 IN     Length of the data to be sent. 
                                   (only used with S/SS/SN/Q/QS/QN operations) 
 
      SCKSDT    CHAR  32767 IN     Data to be send. 
 
                                   NOTE: Length of this field is 32767 bytes 
                                   only with ILE RPG, with RPG/400 this is 
                                   limited to 256 bytes due to restrictions 
                                   of the RPG/400 compiler. 
 
                                   (only used with S/SS/SN/Q/QS/QN operations) 
 
      SCKRLN    CHAR    5 0 IN/OUT Input: Maximum length of the data to be 
                                          received. 
 
                                   Output: Actual length of the data received 
                                           from the remote host. This is valid 
                                           even in case of an error (time-out, 
                                           connection close, etc). 
 
                                   (used with R/RS/RU/RN/Q/QS/QN operations) 
 
      SCKRDT    CHAR  32767 OUT    Data received from the remote 
 
                                   NOTE1: Will only contain valid bytes up to 
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                                          length specified in previous field. 
 
                                   NOTE2: Length of this field is 32767 bytes 
                                          only with ILE RPG, with RPG/400 this 
                                          is limited to 256 bytes due to 
                                          restriction of the RPG/400 compiler. 
 
                                   (used with R/RS/RU/RN/Q/QS/QN operations) 
 
      SCKSEP    CHAR     32 IN     Logical separator of the data, this will 
                                   never be converted even if the actual data 
                                   is converted. Must be padded with blanks. 
 
                                   (only used with RS/SS/QS operations) 
 
      SCKTIM    DEC     5 0 IN     Receive time-out in seconds. 
                                   (used with R/RS/RU/RN/Q/QS/QN operations) 
 
      SCKEAT    CHAR     10 IN     EBCDIC to ASCII conversion table 
                                   (only used with CT operation) 
 
      SCKEAL    CHAR     10 IN     EBCDIC to ASCII conversion table library 
                                   (only used with CT operation) 
 
      SCKAET    CHAR     10 IN     ASCII to EBCDIC conversion table 
                                   (only used with CT operation) 
 
      SCKAEL    CHAR     10 IN     ASCII to EBCDIC conversion table library 
                                   (only used with CT operation) 
 
      SCKRMT    DEC     5 0 IN     CCSID of the remote data 
 
                                   Value  Description 
                                   --------------------------------------------- 
                                       0  CCSID of the job 
                                     819  ISO-Latin 1 (default) 
                                   other  Any valid IBM defined CCSID code 
 
                                   (only used with CC operation) 
 
      SCKLCL    DEC     5 0 IN     CCSID of the local data 
 
                                   Value  Description 
                                   --------------------------------------------- 
                                       0  CCSID of the job (default) 
                                     819  ISO-Latin 1 
                                   other  Any valid IBM defined CCSID code 
 
                                   (only used with CC operation) 
 
      SCKLOG    CHAR      5 IN     Level that the current logging level is set 
                                   to. A current logging level is used to 
                                   determine if the log entry should be written 
                                   to the log or to be discarded. 
 
                                   Level   Description 
                                   --------------------------------------------- 
                                   *NONE   Nothing is logged 
                                   *ERR    Only errors logged 
                                   *STS    Error+status message logged 
                                   *DBG    Error+status+debugging data logged 
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                                   *DFT    Level is read from the configuration 
                                           (this is the default) 
 
                                   (only used with SL operation) 
 
      SCKRC     DEC     5 0 OUT    Return code (always returned) 
 
                                   Zero (0) means that operation was succesfull 
                                   and any other value specifies the actual 
                                   error condition detected. 
 
      SCKRCM    CHAR    256 OUT    Message for the return code 
                                   (always returned) 
 
                                   Pos   Description 
                                   --------------------------------------------- 
                                    1-7  Message identifier 
                                    8-9  Two character constant: ': ' 
                                   10->  Message text 
 
      SCKCLN    DEC     5 0 IN     Length of the data to be converted. 
                                   (only used with CL/CR operation) 
 
      SCKCDT    CHAR  32767 IN/OUT Input:  Data to be converted as specified 
                                           by a previous CN/CT/CC operation. 
 
                                   Output: Data after the specified conversion 
                                           has been applied. 
 
                                   NOTE: Length of this field is 32767 bytes 
                                   only with ILE RPG, with RPG/400 this is 
                                   limited to 256 bytes due to restrictions 
                                   of the RPG/400 compiler. 
 
                                   (only used with CL/CR operation) 
 
      SCKDQN    CHAR     10 IN     With IM: Name of the data queue to be used 
                                            when retrieving next free worker. 
 
                                   With IW: Name of the data queue to be used 
                                            when publishing worker information. 
 
                                   This data queue is created to the library 
                                   specified in SCKDQL parameter, if it does 
                                   not exists. If the data queue exists it 
                                   must be exactly 80 chars in length. 
 
                                   (only used with IM/IW operations) 
 
      SCKDQL    CHAR     10 IN     Library in which the data queue specified 
                                   in SCKDQN parameter is created or where 
                                   an existing data queue already exists. 
 
                                   This must always be a real library name, 
                                   no special values are supported. 
 
                                   (only used with IM/IW operations) 
 
      SCKDQT    CHAR    5 0 IN     Data queue read time-out. If a free worker 
                                   is not available in the data queue specified 
                                   in SCKDQN/SCKDQL parameters within the time 
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                                   specified in this parameter then an error 
                                   is returned by the IM operation code. 
 
                                   Value     Description 
                                   --------------------------------------------- 
                                   negative  Master waits for a free worker 
                                             for an unlimited time. Warning: 
                                             the call will never return if there 
                                             are no workers available! 
                                   zero      No wait, free worker must be 
                                             available immediately or an error 
                                             is returned 
                                   positive  Number of seconds to wait for a 
                                             free worker to be found in the 
                                             data queue 
 
                                   (only used with IM operation) 
 
      SCKSID    CHAR      7 OUT    Current Socket Tools session identification. 
                                   This is always full seven characters wide. 
 
                                   Programs using this field should NOT assume 
                                   that this is a number but rather process this 
                                   as a character field containing printable 
                                   characters. 
 
                                   (only used with GI operation) 
 
      SCKUID    CHAR     20 IN     User specified ID to be set. Can only 
                                   contain printable characters. Both lower 
                                   and upper case characters are valid. 
 
                                   Note: This parameter is case sensitive. 
                                         The ABC, Abc, ABc, AbC, aBC, abc, 
                                         aBc and abC are all differend. 
 
                                   (only used with SU operation) 
      ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix B - Command (CMD) API description 
The following description is taken from the description included in the product. You can view the 
original online version with MCST Main Menu option 21or directly from the member CMDAPI 
of the source file QTXTSRC in the MCST product library (usually MCSOCKLIB). 

See section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5 for more information about the menu and previous 
chapters for more information about the API. 

 
  Manycom Socket Tools (MCST) CMD API description. 
 
      MCST CMD API can be used by entering the SCKAPI command from any 
      batch or interactive program. Although the CMD API can be used from any 
      program by calling the QCMDEXC program, the recommended way is to use it 
      from a CL program. 
 
      There are other APIs available to use MCST from other languages, for 
      instance the OPM API, which has the same parameters as the CMD API. 
      See the documentation for the OPM API for more information. 
 
      The CMD API will add the MCST product library (MCSOCKLIB) in the 
      library list and removes it when the command is completed. 
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Appendix C - Integrated Language Environment (ILE) API 
description 

The following description is taken from the description included in the product. You can view the 
original online version with MCST Main Menu option 22 or directly from the ILEAPI member of 
the source file QTXTSRC in the MCST product library (usually MCSOCKLIB). 

See section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5 for more information about the menu and previous 
chapters for more information about the API. 

 
  Manycom Socket Tools (MCST) ILE API description. 
 
      Description for the MCST ILE API is not available (yet). 
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Appendix D - C API description 
The following description is taken from the description included in the product. You can view the 
original online version with MCST Main Menu option 23 or directly from the CEEAPI member 
of the source file QTXTSRC in the MCST product library (usually MCSOCKLIB). 

See section “MCST Main Menu” on page 3-5 for more information about the menu and previous 
chapters for more information about the API. 

 
  Manycom Socket Tools (MCST) C API description. 
 
      Description for the MCST C API is not available (yet). 
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